Accurint® for Legal

Investigating him is important.
Locating him is another story.

Accurint® for Legal Professionals tracks
down people and businesses—fast.
As a legal professional, locating reliable, timely information on people and
businesses is critical to your work. You may be trying to locate an address to
serve a witness, search for a relative in your skip-tracing work, or find a phone
number for a business. In any of these instances, gaining access to a deep
repository of current public records with the tools to make critical, detailed
connections can help produce a successful outcome.
Accurint® for Legal Professionals is a streamlined, Web-based solution providing
fast access to comprehensive public records information about people and
businesses. Advanced LexID® linking technology helps you quickly sift
through billions of records from more than 10,000 data sources that cover
more than 95% of the U.S. adult population to pinpoint relevant facts and
make critical, detailed connections—even when you begin your search with
fragments of information.
It’s the best person and business finder when speed and quality are
important to you.

Receive comprehensive
reports on individuals and
businesses that will enable
you to:
• Reduce search time—Easy-tocomplete search forms return
search results to your desktop
in seconds, including individuals,
as well as their assets, relatives,
associates, and more.
• Get a more complete picture
with LexID—Analyze billions of
partial and complete records
securely and intelligently with
LexID technology, which filters
and links information for a more
precise and current view of an
individual, including address,
contact information, relatives,
known associates, property
history, and more.
• Uncover connections between
people, assets, and businesses—
Locate witnesses, associates,
and relatives quickly and easily.

Accurint® for Legal
Simple and intuitive Accurint forms will
enable you to streamline searching and find
the relevant information you need in less time.

Easy-to-use search forms

Easy-to-find information

Accurint for Legal Professionals lets you
search using simple and intuitive forms.
Just click one of the tabs, fill in the
information you have and Accurint will
search through billions of records and
return your results, along with relevant
connections, in seconds.

• People–Neighbors, associates and
possible relatives

Robust reporting
Search results display in a tabular format
enabling you to easily identify the relevant
information you need. Depending on the
type of documents for which you are
searching, you have options for viewing
the results, for example: run a report; use
Relavint™ tools to visualize relationships;
or copy, print, or email a record.
If you choose to run a report, you have
options on how extensive of a report you
would like, ranging from a basic summary
to a comprehensive overview. Pricing varies
depending on the type of report requested.

• Businesses–Filings, Internet domains,
Dun & Bradstreet® reports and
information on Delaware corporations
• Assets–Motor vehicles, property
assessments, property deeds,
watercraft and FAA aircraft
• Licenses–Drivers’, professional FAA
pilots’, hunting and fishing, concealed
weapons, voter registrations, federal
firearms and explosives, DEA
controlled substances, and MVR
reports

Rely on LexisNexis® for the
connected facts you need
for successful outcomes.
Achieve better outcomes in your
public records research with the help
of LexisNexis and Accurint for Legal
Professionals. Together with our
sophisticated linking technology and
one of the world’s largest collections
of public records, we can help deliver
better outcomes for you and those
who rely on you.

• Directory assistance–By name or
by phone number
• Court records–Bankruptcy, criminal
records, civil courts, Florida accidents,
sexual offenders, official records,
marriages and divorces, foreclosures,
and liens and judgments

The LexisNexis Risk Solutions FL Inc. Accurint for Legal Professionals
services are not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that
term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.)
(“FCRA”) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is
defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, the Accurint for Legal Professionals
service may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining
eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another purpose in
connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA.
Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public
records and commercially available data sources used in reports
may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered
inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free
from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as
provided by the public records and commercially available data sources,
and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of
the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.

Experience the immense power of
Accurint for Legal Professionals for yourself.
Call us today at 888.332.8244, option 2,
to learn more or to request a demo, or visit
lexisnexis.com/accurintinfo.
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